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Abstract 

“Institutions of Society” plays the greatest role in showing the way to the 

individual to follow “his/her dreams”. Society’s every part work for the 

stability and due to this humans are developing. To unify the aims of 

individuals, “life of humans and their social interaction” helps a lot. What help 

in development of personnel is, our society and its culture, it also helps in achieving individual’s 

goals. “The Alchemist” was published in 1988 by “Paulo Coelho”. This novel tells us about a 

“young Andalusian shepherd” and his journey to Egypt; he starts his journey because of dream 

that tells him that he will be able to find treasure there. According to this novel, that journey of 

our young shepherd was mandatory. “It is about the essential wisdom of listening to a heart and 

above all, following our dreams. When you want something, the entire universe conspires in 

helping you to achieve it”. And this becomes the heart of the novel i.e. main theme of the story.  
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Introduction 

This novel is mainly about various journeys which our main character “Santiago” do to fulfill his 

dreams. This book shows about “magic and wisdom”. This novel gives us the story about 

Santiago who travels in search of treasure which till now no one has found. He started his 

journey from his home which is in Spain to the market and then reached to Egyptian desert 

where he will be meeting with the alchemist. “This story teaches about the essential wisdom of 

listening to our hearts, learning to read the omens sprinkled along life’s path and above all 

following our dreams”. He in the course of journey had spent 2years with them without food and 

water. They all were well-aware of his routine, he also tells them about his loneliness but they 

only cared about “food and water”. The sheep only wanted food and water for which in return 

they give their “wool, company and meat”.  

The Real Happiness of Santiago :   

 


